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1. A great earthquake shook the north-eas- cerning the location and area of the central 
tern part of Japan on March 4, 1952. The region and the mode of propagation of the 
epicentre of the earthquake, named "Tokachi tunami. 
Earthquake", was determined by Central Me- The course and the order of the days of 
teorological Observatory of Japan to be at the trip were as  follows; 
    144°E,  A = 42°N, about 60 km. east of (1)  Sendai---Kushiro (Mar.  13)-  -Atsukeshi 
Erimo-misaki, the south-eastern cape of Ho-  (Mar. 14) Kiritappu (Mar. 15)  •••  Bird 
         The tunami accompanying this (Mar. 16). 
submarine arthquake swept over the Pacific (2) Bird (Mar. 17)  --• Shoya (Mar. 17)  ••• 
coasts of Japan, from  Nemuro,  Hokkaid5, in Erimo (Mar. 18) Horoizumi (Mar. 19) 
the north, to  Chdshi, Chiba Pref., in the south.  ---Samani (Mar. 20). 
Especially at Kiritappu,  Hokkaid3, the maximum(3) Samani (Mar. 20) Noboribetsu(Mar. 
wave height reached as high as nearly 4 21)  --- Washibetsu (Mar. 22) Higashi-
metres, and the wave inundated over the low Muroran (Mar. 22)  ---Dateshinbetsu (Mar. 
and flat ground, causing severe damage to22). 
houses. In the first and the -third parts of the trip, 
    The present authors made an inspection the observations were made at only the men-
tour in the district of Hokkaid  i after the tinned places. In the second part, we made 
 occurence of the disaster. The aims of the the trip mainly on foot and measured the 
tour were to measure the maximum heights wave-heights of the tunami at many places 
 of tunami at various places, and especially, to along the coast, to make the results as minute 
 find out, if it be, the difference in wave-heights and exact as possible. In the present paper, 
 at the western and eastern parts of Erimo- we will report the results obtained in the 
misaki. second part of our trip. 
    If the tunami was generated at the 2. In determining the maximum wave height, 
 epicentre of the earthquake and the  wave  - we, at first, tried to find out evident marks 
 length was  shaft enough, the western part of traced by the tunami, such as drifts beated 
 the cape  Vi()  u1  d be the shadow zone. Although, upon sea-shores, or the laid snow, the lower 
 of course, the matter was not so simple in part of which had been washed off by the 
 the actual case, the difference in wave-heights wave. However, it was not always without 
 at both coasts  will give some information con- difficulty to find such marks, because about ten 
                           - - 
   This study was carried out under the supervision by  Prof. H. HONDA
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                                        Table I.
 Place Surveyed Date Time Measured Measured Height Reduced Htight 
Kushiro 3. 14 11.35 1.7  </e' <2.1 2.2  -Ch  <2.6 a 
Kirittapu  ( A) 3. 15  10.00 3.4 3.2 3.2 a 
 A,  ( B)  ,•,. 10.20 3.6 3.4 b 
                                 (C) ,...... 10.30 4.1 3.8 b
   (D)  * 11.00 3.95 3.6 b
 4. (E) ....,. 14.00 3.00 3.10 a 
 ......  (F)  ,  ",.. 15.30 3.1 3.4 a 
 BirO (A) 3. 16 14.15 2.3 1.8 b 
 * (B)  3.  17 11.25 2.4 1.9 a 
Saruru (A)  * 12.40 3.0 2.4 a 
   (B)  4.. 13.40 3.5 2.9 a S
akubai (A)  *  15.25 2.5 2.1 a 
   (B)  .... 15.25  1.9 1.5 b
Tossepu (A)  ,•,.. 16.30 1.8 1.6 a 
 * (B)  * 16.30 2.5 2.3 a 
Shoya  (A)  " 17.15 1.2  LI a 
 * (B)  ,... 17.45 2.6 2.6 a 
 Rftr  an  (A)  3.  18 08.50 2.6 2.7 a 
 ...,  CB;  * 09.00 2.05 2.2 a 
 #  (C)  " 09.15 1.7 1.8 a 
 * (D)  * 09.35 1.8 1.8 a 
 C  hipir  a  * 10.10 1.85 1.8 a 
 Hyakuninhatn  a  * 13.10 1.5 0.9 a 
Aburakoma (A)  3.  19 07.10 L30 1.7 a 
 *  (  B  )  * 07.25 2.0 2.4 a 
Aburakoma (C)  * 7.30 1.3 1.7 a 
 *  (D)  * 7.35 0.5 0.9 a 
   (F)  ,  A. 7.50 1.3 1.7 a
Yank•edetu (A)  " 8.35 1.30 1.6 a 
 , (B)  * 9.20 1.3 1.5 a 
Utaro (A)  ', 10.00 1.6 1.7 a 
 If, (B)  * 11.25 1.6 1.5 a 
Utabetu (A)  ', 12.00 2.5 2.3 a 
 * (B)  •• 12.40 2.1 . 1.7 a 
 * (C)  * 12.50 2.1  1.7 a 
...„. <D)  * 13.20 3.0 2.6 a 
 * (E)  * 13.40 2.3 1.8 a 
Horoizumi (A)  " 14.45 1.8 1.3 a 
 * (B)  * 16.10 2.7 2.2 a 
 ,....  (C)  ', 16.20 2.6 2.1 a 
Fuemai (A)  *  16.40 3.00 2.5 a 
Chikaura (B)  3.20 8.40 2.0 2.3 a 
 *  * 9.10 1.9 22 a 
Horomitu  * 10.55 - 3.1 8.1 a 
Unodoriiwa  4.  12.20 2.6 2.5 a 
Huyuzima (A)  * 13.30 3.0 2.7  a 
 • (B)  * 13.40 1.7 1.4 a 
 4, (C)  * 14.00 2.5 2.2 a 
Sanushibetu  * 14.30 2.5 2.1 a 
Samani (A)  *  15.00 3.7 3.3 a  
.* (B)  * 16.15 3.0 2.5 a 
 * (C)  '. 16.20 3.2 2.6  • a 
 (D)  ...,. 16.30 3.1 2.6 a 
      (E)  4. 17.00 2.5  >  ii>  2.4 2.1  >  h>  1.9 a
 4.• (F) " 17.15  3.3 2.8  • a 
 ( G  )  ......  17.20 3.1 2.6 a 
 ...-  [I  )  1.:.  1.  :?.4 1.9  :• 
  ...... (1)  --...  16.0U  3.0  >  h  >  2.1  2.o  >  h>  1.6 a
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 Fig. 1  Wave-heightt near  Erimo-n/i,;aki 
days had lapsed after the occurrence of the observed in this district were widely extended 
tunami when we travelled. In such cases, the to south. 
measuremnts were based upon the indications  3. To estimate the area of the central region, 
by the inhabitants who happened to watch we make a simple procedure as  usual.(1),(') 
the sea-surface at the time of invasion of the Taking a point as an imaginary source from 
tunami. Although we obtained the indications which long waves is propagated in all directions 
by two or three inhabitants independently, if with the speed of  Vgh-  , here g is the 
possible, for the purpose of making sure acceleration of gravity and  h the depth of  the 
of it, -the measured heights seem to be less sea, then  we can draw the curve representing 
accurate than those when the trace marks were an imaginary wave front, if the time  lapSe 
found clearly. To distinguish the two cases,  after starting of wave is given. The central 
marks are  affixed to the data tabulated in area of the tunami is given by the domain 
Table 1, the mark "b" shows the case when enveloped by imaginary wave fronts starting 
the trace was clear and the mark "a" the from several points, with time-lapses equal to 
case when the inhabitants' indications were the time intervals between the occurrence of 
adopted  respectively. the earthquake and the first arrival of the 
   The maximum wave-heights attained by  tunami at the corresponding points. 
the tunami were measured by means of hand- In the present case, we take the following 
 level and tape-scale. The measured values mareographic stations; Miyako, Iwate Pref., 
were reduced to those based upon the normal Hachinohe, Aomori Pref., and Muroran,  Hako-
sea-level at the time of invasion, with the help date, Kushiro, and  BirO,  Hokkaid3. Except 
of the Tide Table published by the Hydrogra-  BirO, the mareograms obtained by Meteorolo-
phic Division of Japan. The values thus  gical Stations are used. Though the routine 
obtained for various places are shown in Table observation of tide had not been carried out 
1 and Fig. 1. As to be seen in the Fig. 1, at  Bir3, the Engineering Section of the Town 
there are no conspicuous differences between Office made a special observation of changes 
the wave-heights measured along the western in wave-height at  Biro Harbour. As the me-
coast and those along the eastern coast. This asurement was carried out carefully and the 
result indicates that the central area of the result seems to be reliable enough, we used 
 tan:trill, at least  the  area  geitarating the  w.t\i-.s  the  d  ti:t  of  lllia  obsei  valien in  eritril weight as
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 742°  143°  744°  145° 100. km. in length, and the area is widely  ex-
                                       1 
 tended to south as  expected from the results 
 7--  ;i of observations. 
 '-  '  . ,  :  KuslutO 1 - 
                                                         'T                                                                          -a, 
',-----5-CA--,—On the other hand, the wave-length L of 
                               _Bi L  .,)z 
  —'.,long wave is calculated after the well known 
                                                                                       . 
                                '37 .       7--'-----)-- „le, 
I
                  '')-. L42- ,--..__1.*..L  formula  :=1/gh T, where T is the period 
  (Diof the wave. Refering to mareograms stated 
    titilocIpttT.,,1.E                 '-')r-C--                    N,....‹rabove, the period ofthe initial oscillation of 
                                        the present tunami is about 20 minutes or so. 
                                              ,,,; 
    )'   41* When the depth of the sea is assumed to be 
         ) ./J----)                                         1000 m., the wave-length is 120 km., the value  , \D  H
ach  inohec  .\ being roughly equal to the linear dimension of 
                                         the central area. 
4)------ 1  449. 
             It yak .                                              Considering these circumstances concer-             IxE
ning the present tunami, we may naturally 
                                      accept the observed fact that no shadow phe-
I I nomena were seen in the western coast of 
                                            Erimo-misaki. 
     Fig. 2 Central Area of the Tunami  In conclusion, the authors' best thanks are 
                                        due to offices and people in  ,the concerned
other mareograms. Thus we obtained the places for their kind favours and helps during 
central area of the present tunami as shown their inspection tour. The expence for this 
in Fig. 2. Roughly speaking, the centre of the study was defrayed from the funds for the 
area coincides with the epicentre of the earth- Scientific Research by the Ministry of Educa-
quake, the linear dimension of it being about tion. 
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     Thecollapseof the cliff nearS'''''-hoTa.P46;1'''''''''.e.'T'i:i.C4of'tl-ie tunami re ained on th  shore near 
                                                        Shoya. 
                  (Photographs of the  Tunami in the Districtnear  Erimomisaki.)
